NOTES:
• This target is designed for you to use at 25, 50 and 100 meter ranges, to sight in for a 100, 200, or 300 meter zero. Aim at the bullseye, but adjust your optic to dial bullet impacts to the marked offset for your desired zero.
• The marked offsets are calibrated to match the Trijicon VCOG with M193 (55gr) and Mk262 (77gr), but should get you close with other weapon/optic/ammo combinations. Note the Trijicon VCOG is intended to be zeroed at 100 meters.
• Actual trajectories will vary based on your specific weapon, ammunition and environmental conditions. Please be sure to verify your zero at your actual desired range.
• For more info and details on how to use this target: www.recoilweb.com/trijicontarget